I. INTRODUCTION
Amorphous transition-metal alloys often show a drastic change of magnetism because of their structural and configurationa1 disorders. For example, Fe-rich amorphous alloys show a rapid decrease of magnetization with increasing Fe concentration, and fall into the spin-glass state after complete disappearance of ferromagnetism. ' The magnetic moments and Curie temperatures in Corich Co-Y amorphous alloys are well known to be enhanced as compared with those in their Laves-phase crystalline counterparts.
Some Heusler alloys such as the CuzMnA1 alloy show a remarkable change from the strong ferrornagnet to the spin glass with the formation of amorphous structure.
The electronic-structure calculations of amorphous alloys provide us with a base to understand the physics for drastic changes of magnetisrn mentioned above. The purpose of this paper is to propose a geometrical-mean (GM) model for a semiquantitative calculation of the electronic structure in amorphous transition-metal alloys and to develop an analytical theory that drastically simplifies the numerical calculations of densities of states (DOS's) and Green's functions for amorphous alloys.
Needless to say, theories of electronic-structure calculations for amorphous aBoys have been developed extensively in the last decade. ' In particular, Fujiwara' developed a first-principles method by combining the tight-binding linear-mufin-tin-orbital (LMTO) method' with the recursion method for electronic-structure calculations. The supercell approach, " ' ' ' in which an amorphous alloy is simulated by an amorphous "compound" with a large number of atoms in a unit cell, also became reliable with the development of supercomputers.
Although these methods provide us with accurate electronic structures for amorphous alloys, they have some disadvantages in the actual applications. First, the calculations based on the first-principles methods are too laborious, so that they are not suitable for the systematic investigations for a large number of amorphous alloys and for the applications to more complicated problems such as the finite-temperature magnetisrn, in which we have to calculate one-electron Green's functions in various random-exchange fields 2i -24 Second, the amorphous structures used in the firstprinciples electronic-structure calculations are generated on computers usually by means of the relaxed dense random packing of hard spheres (DRPHS) model ' ' so that the calculated pair-distribution functions agree with the experimental data. The data, however, are often missing in the literature, so that it is not easy to perform the systematic investigations.
Third, the first-principles methods are nonanalytic and treat all the information on amorphous structures as the input data. Thus, it is not easy to find Here [ ], denotes the structural average.
By making use of the relation (7), the Careen's function (2) is written as follows: Equation (12) shows that the off-diagonal disorder for atomic configuration in the transfer integrals has been transformed into a diagonal disorder in the locator E. In other words, the system has been transformed into a substitutional alloy with random potentials on a network for amorphous pure metal, so that one can construct a theory using the methods developed in the substitutional alloys. In the following section, we present a single-site theory.
III. SINGI.E-SITE APPROXIMATION
We adopt the locator expansion ' ' as follows to treat the Green's function C, J =r G;J. rr'.
Furthermore, we have following relation from assumptions (ii) and (iii): =L+E~E+LtftE+ . . (14) t" =r"*t"r" 
and it is independent of sites i and j because of the as-
From Eqs. (3) and (5) we obtain t' =t r(R «)=r*t r"
The parameter A, is determined as follows by taking the second moment in Eq. (25):
Here L denotes the locator for the type of atom a at the origin.
Eliminating the self-energy 40 from Eqs. (18) and (19) Fujiwara' and The effective locator X is determined from the condition that the impurity Green's function (18) 
where e is the concentration of atom a. (25} (Ry) Here t j(a) = t (R;,c =1).
-
The coherent Green's function F(X ') ' 'õ~~~. The conditional probability p (z I n ) is given by a binomial distribution function within the pair approximation as follows:
Here p is the probability of finding atom a at the neighboring site of atom a which is assumed to be independent of z. It is given by the atomic short-range order (ASRO) '"] (42) proximation has been used in the theory for amorphous pure metals.
By making use of these approximations, the average Green's function (37) 
To obtain the approximate expression for 4, we rewrite
Eq. (49) 
Next, we approximate 4 by an average of those for amorphous A and 8 metals.
Here 8=+j~oyj, and K is connected with K in Eq. (45) via S = c"4(A ) + cti $(8 ) .
(57)
It should be noted that the structural disorder in Eq. 
Here p2(a) =z'[tjo(a) ]"and F~a nd A, are given by Eqs.
(27) and (28), respectively.
From Eqs. (56), (57), and (59), we obtain an approximate expression of K: of the theory and the effects of the atomic-size difference.
The results are presented in Fig. 8 
